
An agentless solution to manage 
your corporate SIMs fleet. 



Increase productivity
Increase your employees' productivity by controlling 
company traffic. This way you can avoid data traffic abuse 
and decide which applications and services employees can 
access, thereby blocking non-business traffic. 

Stop the nightmare 
bill shock
A large company means many travelling 
employees. The autonomous 
management and control of roaming 
zones are a necessity to have maximum 
visibility of the traffic used and costs, to 
make informed decisions and reduce 
response times.

HiveFlow.

Everything
you need

IoT Security 
is a priority
Businesses today need to monitor their 
IoT devices. Connected to the corporate 
network they need to ensure they are not 
compromised and take immediate action 
otherwise.



No longer in the dark 
about your network

BE PROTECTED BE AWARE HAVE CONTROL

HiveFlow.



Advanced threat 
defence
The agentless solution defending
against threats

• Protect every device (Haman, IoT, M2M) connected to 
the corporate network. It blocks unwanted network 
login attempts that target vulnerabilities and 
configuration gaps.

• A state-of-the-art protection service against known 
and zero-day threats and targeted attacks. 

• Protect your network from malicious sources 
associated with web attacks, phishing activities, web 
scanning, scraping and more.

BE PROTECTED

HiveFlow.



Web Content 
Filtering
Prevent access to inappropriate 
and risky content 

Our Web Filtering solution is designed to limit or 
control the types of web content that users can 
access, through the creation of blacklists and 
whitelists. It can be used to improve security, 
prevent illegal activities and increase productivity 
within the organization.

BE PROTECTED

HiveFlow.



Device 
authorization
Always know your devices

Define and manage the SIM fleet and the 
devices authorized to access your data 
network. Receive timely notifications on any 
attempts to access non-registered devices 
within your company inventory.

BE PROTECTED

HiveFlow.



Multi 
channel 
notification

Receive notifications in real time through 
two different communication channels: 
email and SMS. 

Timeliness is everything

Attempt to use unauthorized 
devices 

Pre-alert for monitoring the thresholds 
relating to collective consumption

Pre-alert for monitoring the thresholds 
relating to individual SIMs 

Threat detection and blocking 

Alert for excessive traffic events

BE AWARE

HiveFlow.



Real time 
visibility 

Division between national traffic and roaming

Quick identification of potential bill shock events.

HiveFlow provides real time visibility into mobile 
data usage by SIM, application/service categories, 
geographic or roaming zones. 

Use of data by SIM cluster

Control is in your hands

BE AWARE

HiveFlow.



Statistics 
and reports 
Full control of the traffic used

The advanced reporting system provides a 
detailed analysis of the traffic and usage 
patterns of all corporate devices. Create and 
export reports based on:

• Company profiles

• Geographic and roaming zones

• Users (company SIMs) 

• Thresholds set

BE AWARE

HiveFlow.



Quota 
Management
Makes it easy to manage 
traffic quotas 

Set up traffic plans independently and 
customize them based on your employees 
and collaborators' roles. It creates quotas 
and usage rules common to user groups 
according to your business needs. 

BE AWARE

HiveFlow.



Roaming 
management 

Define different traffic usage quotas for 
countries or roaming zones and assign 
them to different profiles based on your 
business needs.

Bill shock is no longer a 
problem

HAVE  CONTROL

HiveFlow.



Application
control
Improve your users' productivity 
and prevent excessive network 
usage

Create application and service usage policies within 
the quota and beyond the quota assigned to 
individual profiles. 

Define hours of use by categories of applications 
and services that your employees can use.

Block non-business applications such as social 
media or video streaming services.

HAVE  CONTROL

HiveFlow.



Self managed
portal
The easiest way to manage 
your traffic plan

Manage your business traffic plans 
independently. Log in to HiveFlow, 
customize the platform with your brand 
identity and configure settings, profiles and 
notifications according to your needs.

HAVE  CONTROL

HiveFlow.



business.hiveflow.io


